
06114: "taking a long bike ride from culemborg all the way to leiden going as

thinking them so much through afraid of waking her up"

thoughts  with  livia  asleep  in  my  chest  and  only  whispering  them  and  not  really 

completely  isolated  and  living  in  total  social  indifference  and  recording  some 

beside only experiencing reality as such and not even growing indignant of being 

stimulated to reflect certain thoughts that stuck on my mind reading nietzsche but 

project becoming now my faith and losing some determination as well as now getting 

09085:  "living  like  in  a  limbo  now  losing  and  gaining  hope  about  realizing  my 

more colours"

starting a new painting this time going for a more complex design also to include 

07138: "still with not so much time to paint while keeping small livia but anyway 

taking it easy and just filming the landscape"

the  west  going  through  several  villages  in  one  bile  ride  despite  also  at  times 

with myrthe and going quite fast south west of culemborg and then closing in to 

06113: "training during nice sunny afternoon with my race bike leaving livia home 

culemborg"

keeping   with   livia   during   the   day   and   filming   while   in   our   small   town   of 

visiting utrecht twice as well as filming on my way by bike to leiden yet still 

13168:   "filming   in   the   netherlands   taking   advantage   of   the   sunny   fall   and 

in the forest in the immigrant suburbs detecting many animals and humans"

17094: "walking in sweden right after easter break and also talking lonely walks 

with her asleep and recording also quite affected now by my reading of nietzsche"

small walks alone whenever myrthe can take care of livia and at times also walking 

09084:  "recording  now  my  thoughts  while  in  the  netherlands  mostly  now  taking 

times also getting affected by myrthe's mood concerning her work"

having little livia on my side but getting also some days with little energy at 

an architect following it from there and also feeling good training regularly and 

04114: "feeling good about the possibility to now build my project in italy with 

through the suburbs but still building up some training"

tempo  down  the  long  countryside  stretches  and  loosing  the  tempo  mostly  going 

taking advantage of a perfect autumn weather without any wind and keeping a high 

06112: "biking to utrecht to meet up with livia and myrthe and then biking back 

conditions"

countries but also in african countries and minor death related to heavy weather 

searching for word kill and getting to read about side news with deaths in arab 

time  to  read  about  serious  news  among  all  the  political  gossiping  till  at  last 

12154: "checking the news regularly and from different sources but having a hard 



colours and the blue fluid coming from the next painting"

livia around and keeping the painting still quite complicated with many lines and 

07139: "still not so much time spent in my study but attempting to paint with 

other than that just mostly keeping home with the bad november weather"

few times and also doing some little home improvement like welding a closet but 

with the architect in italy for the building of the aedicule and going by bike a 

on livia having less time for my project despite also being able to collaborate 

01179: "a month spent entirely in the netherlands now focusing almost exclusively 

animal protagonists acting like them and becoming in turn degenerated"

researchers living with animals and again narrating of degenerated humans and the 

08093:   "fable   about   chimps   inspired   from   documentaries   seen   about   female 

and a rich venetian guy devoted to the priest and later caught with prostitutes"

met during my stepfather's birthday in my native village like the neighbour's kids 

cheese production high up and a guy working in an old fossil mine but also people 

10118:  "people   met   while   up   in   the   mountains   like   the   folk   running   a   family 

world"

still  reading  of  many  minor  casualties  in  the  middle  east  but  also  around  the 

kill  and  death  thus  avoiding  the  political  gossips  contaminating  the  media  and 

12155: "now managing to find several casualties mostly searching for the words 

time spent biking here in holland"

calamities  in  my  native  alps  but  also  having  several  dreams  related  to  all  the 

and later also watching tv and documentaries and even the news seeing the natural 

02162: "a month getting affected to begin with playing video-games with august 

stuck in some traffic particularly in gouda and lastly getting overworked"

keeping a good speed till then biking all the way north to leiden getting quite 

much  as  possible  by  the  lek  river  and  freezing  a  bit  my  hands  but  nonetheless 


